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Basketball shot formula

About 20 years ago, my colleague Chau Tran and I developed a way to simulate the trajectes of millions of basketballs on a computer. We went with coaches and assistant coaches to North Carolina State University, where we are, and told them that we have this rare ability to study basketball images
very carefully. Their first question was simple: What's the best free throw? Should the shooter aim for the front or back of the basket? Does that depend on whether the shooter is short or tall? Mathematics offers a unique perspective. It speeds up the time it takes to see the patterns behind the best shots.
For the most part, we found things that the players and coaches already knew – but every now and then we came across a new insight. Simulating millions of shots from a mathematical point of view basketball is a trajectory game. These trajectes are unique in that the movement of the ball does not
change much when it flies in the air, but changes rapidly in milliseconds when the ball collides with a sink or tailboard. Simulate millions of trajectes without code that takes too long, we tried any trick we could think of. We figured out how to move from modest movement to rapidly changing movement,
such as when a ball bounces on the edge or off the backboard. We learned how to translate large numbers of trajectes into statistical probabilities. We even created imaginary trajectes where the ball magically passes through all physical barriers (rim, tailboard, backboard) except one to see where it
collides first. How a mathematician sees a free throw. Larry Silverberg, CC BY-SA Free throw was the first shot my colleagues and I studied in detail. In close games, teams can win and lose at the free throw line. In addition, the free throw is undeniable, so perfection in free throws can cost a lot of money.
Top teams tend to shoot a free shot well. Our program could tell us what opportunities the shooter had to sink a free throw – and help us figure out what he did right or wrong. Breaking the free throw We studied free throwing for about five years. One of the first things we learned from our simulations and
watching TV footage was that players of the same age can shoot free throws anywhere with 75-90 percent accuracy. The difference was that 90 percent of the players were consistent with the right shot - the best trajectory. The fate of the free throw is set as soon as the ball exits the player's fingertips, so
we looked closely at the conditions under which the shot was fired. The ball is located at some height above the floor. It has the speed at which it rotates backwards (called backspin) and has launch speed and launch angle. Since the shooter never launches the ball in the same way, small differences
explain the shooter's consistency. We found that about 3 herts of backrests is the best number; More than that, it doesn't It's going to take. Requires. 1 second from the ball to the basket, so 3 herts is equivalent to three laps in the air, from the moment the ball leaves the player's hands when it reaches the
basket. Next, assumed that the player releases the ball at an altitude of 2 meters above the ground, the launch angle of about 52 degrees is the best. At that angle, the launch speed is the lowest, and the probability of a shot succeeding is highest. At 52 degrees, the shooter can be one degree or more in
either direction without much impact on the success of the shot. However, the trigger speed is the exact opposite. It's the player's hardest variable. Release the ball too slowly and the shot is short; release it too quickly and the shot is long. Players need to meally learn the movement of their entire body
during release so that they can give the same speed consistently. Everything else is the same, players who are released from higher above the floor have a higher shooting percentage. It's interesting because our coaches at N.C. State and others I've spoken to say that taller players shoot a free throw
worse than shorter players. It seems that shorter players have to try harder. The latest release condition was the most surprising: a free throw targeting point. We noticed that the player should aim the ball behind the edge. Basically, the back of the rim is more forgiving than the front of the rim. With a
release height of 7 feet, the gap between the ball and the back of the ring should be less than 2 inches. A small gap is best regardless of whether it is triggered at low or high release altitude. What does all this mean for players who want to improve their free throw? Our research suggests that players
should aim the ball outside the middle of the edge. Start the ball at a high angle and as high above the ground as possible. (At the highest point of its arc, the ball should reach the top of the stern board.) Line the ball to remove the side angle. And try to launch the ball with smooth body movement to create
a consistent launch speed. In recent years, we have expanded our work to explore where the best bank images hit the tailboard and developed a tool for anyone who wants to hone it. During the tournament, I am reminded of how competitive the game has become and how it has really become an inch
game. As an old basketball player like many of you, I enjoy watching the game – and every now and then a glimpse of that perfect free throw. Shooting basketball is one of the things we consider years of practice and god's talent. But what if you could become a great, or at least a much better shooter,
just by learning the science of meticology? Larry Silverberg, a mechanical engineer at North Carolina State University, analyzed millions of trajectories based on shots from the best free throw shooters, and he has located the best method:Magical formula: launch angle 52 degrees, three revolutions per
second from the backrest and goal 7 centimeters (2.8 inches) back from the center of the basket to the back of the rim. At the backrest, if the ball hits the rim or the backboard, the contact dampens the ball, said Silverberg. It means it comes slower, stays closer to the basket and is more likely to fall.
Aiming behind the middle of the basket is better because it allows the shooter to leave a mark in either direction and still a chance to shoot. And while releasing at 52 degrees – which is really just the optimal 6-foot-10 player – might sound like an absurd thing to keep in mind, you can more or less answer
it by trying to make the top of the arc of the ball even at the top of the stern board. But you don't use a math book in the middle of a game, nerd. Right? Well, not quite:Players can't make all this mental image in the heat of the game, of course, but by doing it in practice they can get an intuitive feel of where
to aim at different points on the field. It's an educational tool, said Silverberg.G/O Media can get a reward68% off 2 Years + 3 Months FreeNow someone just needs to tell poor Andre Drummond. No, no, no. Learn how some of the greatest basketball players hone their shots with parabole and a quadrical
equation. In a basketball game, it is crucial to be able to perform a throw that creates a parabola that can deliver the ball through the rim easily. firing at 90 degrees is optimal but impractical, because to shoot to this extent you have to be directly under the edge. This uses parabola to complement the goal
of shooting the ball to score points. The closer to the basket, the higher the possible parabolacular, which is why the better angle shot rate is between 45 and 55 degrees. We can see that 5 meters from the basket, the player is able to reach the top point of 13 feet by firing at a 55-degree angle.a =
slope/corner shot b = Court position c = Height/release point Professional basketball players like Stephen Curry maintain such a consistent shot parbola by knowing the makers of this quadrical equation. After years of repetition, Curry is able to adjust these variables depending on his position at court. His
release score remains constant because he always starts the shot the same way regardless of his situation when adjusting a and b depending on his distance to the rim. By following this equation and practicing, almost anyone can hone their shot abilities, because to succeed in any sport, such as
basketball, you have to be able to sum up mathematical concepts in their craftsmanship. This means that my two kinematic equations will become: What now? I could solve a lot of things, but I'm looking for relationships between variables. Honestly, it's pretty easy to solve from the initial speed needed to
hit a particular place if you know everything else. It's not that trivial to solve the angle you need if you know the speed. You can do A little easier, I'll switch to number mode. And for that, I need some starting values. The rim height is 3.05 meters above the ground. I assume the release height is 2 meters.
This means that h would be 1.05 meters. What about the distance from the basket? The three-point line is about 7 meters (depending on the type of court). Why don't I start with a distance of 15 feet? Which initial speeds seem reasonable? I start something low, like 5 m/s, and move about 15 m/s. I don't
think I need to go much faster. The diameter of the basketball trvan is about 45 cm. The radius of the basketball is about 12 cm.Here's the plan: use standard projectile motion calculations to model where the ball goes when taking the initial speed and launch angle. Next, see if this trajectory takes you
through that basketball goal. It's pretty simple, isn't it? It's a simple idea, but it might take a while to count. If I change the angle of launch from 35° to 70° and change the launch speed from 7 m/s to 11 m/s, which combinations would lead to a target? Remember, I don't look at the tailboard pictures or the
ones that are spinning around the edge. These are just plains through rim images. Here's what I get:What (by the way) agrees with the information I posted in this previous post about basketball photos. But what does this ploy show us? First of all, it shows that I was a fool to include speeds below 7.6
m/s. Next, it looks like the launch angle of about 50 degrees is quite comfortable. Why? First of all, this angle corresponds to the lowest launch speed. Secondly, it looks like this is the thickest part of the curve. So, if you change your launch speed somewhat, you'll still make a shot. But does this answer
the original question? I don't think it is. Let me make a plot about the starting angle and the main angle for all of these shots. This indicates that there seems to be a rather linear correlation between the original throwing angle and the angle of the ball when it hits the goal (at this same distance and height
from the goal). So perhaps this is one answer to the questions. If the best angle of launch is about 50 degrees, this corresponds to one input angle of around -40°. The video basketball computer doesn't really see the launch angle, but it does see the final angle. Final remark: You know what's really cool?
While I can look at the munitions movement and calculate optimal launch angles, I can't really shoot any better than the average person. On the other hand, an NBA pro could take a shot from many different places and make many of them. Some of these NBA players have no idea about the a projectile
movement (although I'm sure some do). How do people make shots like this? If you say muscle memory or something, I don't like it. It can be muscle memory if they always shoot from the same place at the same initial speed and angle. But these players are shooting everywhere. They jump and shoot.
They're moving the page. Shoot. Crazy. Crazy.
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